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About This Game

The main character had an unusual dream, he is trying to consult his neighbor about this. It turned out that he was the heir of a
hero named Kama Bullet and he had a longtime enemy, Maga Lezgin. The magician enslaved the world and killed Kama Pulu,

Kama Jr. goes to sort out all these riddles and signs that his father left behind.

Plot: In Kama Bullet Heritage you play for Kama's son, he had a dream and something went wrong. To go further in the story
you will have to think about this or that task. Learn from the characters what to do and where to go and they will prompt you the

way you want.
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Features:
- Puzzles

- Atmospheric music
- Quest system

- Shooter
- Humor is combined with horror

- Various levels
- Various opponents and different weapons
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Title: Kama Bullet Heritage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narko Games
Publisher:
Narko Games
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,Russian
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A highly entertaining game with good replayability.

Pros:
Great graphics
Amazing animation quality (how enemies react to being hit and finally die)
Fun to replay and attempt to fulfill the in-game grinds (get 250 crotch shots, etc)
Challenging yet feasible (at least on the first few skill levels, haven't tried the hardest 2 yet)
Engaging story

Cons:
LOTS of cutscenes that you often can't skip because it's loading the next area
  -->That's not a big problem the first playthrough, as you want to hear the story but when playing again you still have to watch
half or more of most cut scenes before you can skip
Relatively short campaign - about 10-12 hours

Overall, though I would definitely recommend this game!. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OlLNRBpRi4U

The pleasant thing about genre is that the skills required by individual works readily transfer from one title to the next. This is
the case for all media, not just video games; for example, rock and pop fans unexperienced with a type of music like rap or
metal might find it unapproachable because they don't understand how to listen to it. Familiarity is comfortable; we feel good
when we exercise abilities that have already passed beyond the struggle of early development. But every so often you encounter
a title that discards your assumptions about how its genre is defined\u2014and what skills it requires.

If you become good at one twin-stick shooter, you've become good at them all. This is certainly not to say that all of these games
are the same! On the contrary, they are distinguished by features like combo scoring, life systems, slow-motion and bomb
mechanics, enemy behavior, power-ups, play modes, and so on; yet at bottom they are all about staying as far away as possible
from whatever you are shooting at. After all, if enemies kill by touch while your weapon has unlimited range, then distance is
advantage.

That's why WE ARE DOOMED stands out from other twin-sticks; it takes away your advantage. A few very simple design
elements work together to create an intimate, risky arcade game whose danger must always be managed from a close range. The
weapon here is a short laser beam rather than the typical stream of bullets extending across the entire arena. Obviously, the
inability to kill things from a comfortable distance changes the fundamental dynamic of a game like this, but what's really clever
about the laser's range is the way in which the game keeps you on the offensive.

See, you might think that you could overcome the range problem by establishing a safe corner for yourself and playing a
defensive game, perhaps poking out now and then to gradually expand your territory. Well, nice try, but threats spawn more
quickly than you can possibly eliminate them, even if you destroy enemies with perfect efficiency. There is only one recourse:
the Superbeam, an ability which extends your laser and cuts through enemies instantaneously. WE ARE DOOMED revolves
entirely around management of the Superbeam; without periodically making use of its screen-clearing range and power, the
player will doubtless be overwhelmed. The game's rhythm, then, emerges from the claustrophobia of high-density enemy build-
up and the climactic relief of a nick-of-time Superbeam activation that effectively resets the board.

But the trouble is that the Superbeam is charged by picking up cubes called trinkets, and these depreciate over time and
eventually disappear altogether. Therefore, in order to constantly build meter for the Superbeam and ensure long-term survival,
the player must adopt bold, aggressive tactics, swimming straight through thick packs of enemies in order to grab trinkets as
quickly as possible, and the short range of the basic beam forces you to carve your path on the fly. As a result of this clever
synergy, the core experience of WE ARE DOOMED is one of constant, exhilarating tension. No other twin-stick plays quite
like it.

Bright, colorful enemy design and retro, chunky effects help to keep the action readable even at its most chaotic while pairing
well with the soundtrack's warm, airy synthpop. The sounds of trinkets spawning in and being collected are pleasingly light and
musical over the steady thrum of your laser. Actually, the aural mood is surprisingly mellow and relaxing overall despite the
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splashy visuals. It's a welcome direction that keeps the player focused rather than frantic.

And that's a valuable mindset when the slightest distraction can be fatal. As in other twin-sticks, the entire point here is to push
yourself to get better and better runs with higher and higher scores\u2014that may sound repetitious, but the need to get close to
enemies prevents the boredom of unthreatening early waves that sometimes haunts similar games. In its elegant new take on the
genre, WE ARE DOOMED isn't just a refreshing alternative to other twin-stick arcade shooters\u2014it's a better one.. its
"fun". Very Nice.I like it <3. I'm becoming a fan of Big Ant for the quality of game they can produce in Australia on what
seems like a low budget, especially in comparison with big sports game companies EA and 2K. That said, I think RLL3 suffers
from a lack of polish.

The good thing is that they have managed to create a reasonably challenging game here, the bad news is that the way they have
achieved it feels unfair and does not proomote creativity. The biggest problem with the game for me is the pacing which feels
like it affects eveything else. A slow game speed option would probably go a long way to improving things along with a rework
of how ratings affect outcomes.

Too often, a knock on will lead to the opponents prop picking up the ball and running the distance for a try. Fullback positioning
is terrible. Offloads have to be well timed and feel like too much of a lottery in comparison to reality. The passing game is
stifled by a flat backline and the occurance of errors. What the game rewards you for is playing simple footy and trying to beat
your opponent one on one with a side step or a fend - which is fine, but the lack of other options makes it a little boring. I think
the problem stems from the lack of ability to establish a realistic and entertaining offensive game without it being overpowered
against the AI programming, which is a shame. What we have is still rugby league, although one dimensional and repetitive. If
you love sports games or Rugby League its probably work checking out.
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Absurd...

This game I wouldn't even recommend if you enjoy playing JRPG or adding numbers into your list. When you have a "training"
level that actually get you stuck with no point of return. You know that is a overlooked flaw that has not been fixed at all. The
story isn't really compelling and overall the game's world feel boring.

I, however, will give the art style an A+ for at least putting some originality and that gothic vibe to it but that is where it ends..
More high culture and pop culture colliding fun!. All in all, not bad, but probably too little content to be worth the pricetag.

Seasteader is a kind of Tropico clone, only set at sea so there's no limitations on your building placement. You have a series of
buildings which generate income. Each of these buildings needs some level of population to run it and costs money in
maintenance, and may or may not require goods as income. They produce goods as output, which you can then sell periodically
on the market to turn a profit.

There's about 10-15 goods to trade in, like oil and fruit, and your population have a number of 'needs' like housing or
entertainment that need to be topped up via service buildings. There's also hints of a class structure, though this is little-used in
the game. Occasionally, you'll get a mission, like 'build an oil refinery', or an event will occur, like a price collapse in a given
good. These are pretty solid mechanics and the game is nicely balanced.

However, there's not really that much to do. You have 25-30 building types, and it's not that hard to build all of them within an
hour or so. It's fun, but it's hard to see anyone streching the game out for more than 5-6 hours before they feel they've seen
everyhting and done everything. This would be OK for a $15 game, but this is selling for twice that.

Of course, Cozygoat might add more content over time, and there's a very solid basis for them to build on; it doesn't appear to
crash - like, ever - and the socio-economic model is both reasonably comlpex and tightly balanced. A few additional features,
like more varied and interesting events (disasters anyone?), or a loans or stockmarket system would add some much-needed
challenge, since presently all the difficulty seeps out after you've been running a Seastead for 2 hours or so - it just becomes a
matter of waiting for the net massive export wave. More high-end buildings would be cool, too, as would some greater gameplay
impact from the highly detailed population model (some government simulation aspects, perhaps, with a degree of competition
in the population).

All in all, it's well worth picking up on sale - but I wouldn't recommend paying full price.. I don't know if these other reviews are
trolling, don't understand the platform, or what, but this delivers. This is just like sitting around with your friends. Use discord
to talk to each other and you are golden. Some people saying 'you have to get used to it', but other then the basic stuff (adjusting
the camera mainly), everything is drag and drop. Maybe since I am a computer guys this was pretty intuitive, but I dont
understand the other reviews complaints. This is even faster than most games as shuffling\/drawing\/dealing is instant, there is
no setup or put away, among a lot of other benefits.

I have NEVER experienced a game lasting longer on this platform than real life, its usually much shorter. You can try so many
board games for FREE and with friends from all over the country. Also instead of using steam, you can use most browers
directly from their website.. My antivirus software completely blocked this game for some obscure reason and I should have
heeded its warning.

Plain boring story. The same clich\u00e9 sad music looping. The voice acting in itself is alright, but the dialogs are mediocre at
best and the (half done) tutorial doesn't blend well in them. The animation is... limited. The gameplay's gimmicks get wonky at
times (shadows not following your previous actions and not working in level 7 for some unexplained reason).

Not worth buying, really.. A simple and solid shmup.. Fun game with an awesome concept.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/pU_MYZT1MOE

So many bugs, and so many issues. From parts of the UI still being written in the games native language, to crashes, to maps you
cannot complete because the zombies get trapped in the scenery.

Also no sign of the single player content promised on the store page - this is mp co-op only as far as I can see. Also MMO -
when did three players in one instance count as massive? However there is plenty of MMO grind needed to level up your
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character and earn money to buy weapons and gear.

Gameplay itself is a very standard third person shooters with very little in the way of original mechanics. Graphics and
animations are ugly and there is no music (despite having a slider for music volume in the options). Audio effects at least are
half decent.

Very hard to recommend unless you are money limited and want a basic co-op shooter.
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